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The penalty for living in a litigious society is the real
probability that a physician will be sued for malpractice one
or more times in his or her career. Many factors contribute
to this probability:
1. There is a mindset in our society that nothing bad ever
happens spontaneously. Someone must have done some-
thing wrong and should be sued.
2. An overabundance of lawyers and large jury awards have
certainly fueled these thoughts.
3. A societal mindset prompts individuals to seek that one
big chance to make it big—not unlike lottery ticket
buying.
4. Most cases settle out of court, regardless of the merits of
the case, thus providing rewards to the plaintiff simply
because of the major hassle to the doctor defendant.
One of the most potent arrows in the plaintiff attorney’s
quiver is the “expert witness.” In the few instances where I
have served as one for the defense, I have been struck by the
adversarial nature of the “contest.” Winning is not every-
thing, it is the only thing. Sometimes, the “facts” and “truth”
seem less relevant. I have also sometimes wondered about
the qualifications of the plaintiff ’s “expert witness.” Some
seem to be “professional” expert witnesses who make their
living mostly by testifying against other physicians. Some
advertise in legal journals. Some charge exorbitant fees.
Some act like “hired guns.”
Amidst these sad commentaries on the medical legal
system, it is most appropriate to better define who should be
an expert witness. The Board of Trustees of the American
College of Cardiology approved the following document on
October 15, 1995. It sets an appropriate standard for those
who choose to become one. It is reproduced here so that it
can be widely disseminated and appropriately referenced.
RECOMMENDED CRITERIA FOR EXPERT WITNESSES
1. The Cardiology Expert Witness must have a current,
valid and unrestricted license to practice medicine.
2. For testimony in the field of Cardiovascular Medicine,
the expert witness should be Board Certified by the
American Board of Internal Medicine or the Ameri-
can Board of Osteopathic Internal Medicine in the
specialty of cardiovascular disease or equivalency in
pediatric cardiology or cardiovascular surgery. The
Cardiology Expert should be actively and primarily
engaged in the practice of the specialty under consid-
eration.
3. The expert must be knowledgeable, familiar with and
qualified in the specific area in which he or she is
testifying and with commonly accepted clinical practice
standards as they relate to the case and locale.
4. Compensation for Cardiology Expert testimony should
be reasonable and commensurate with the time and effort
expended. It is unethical for an expert witness to accept
compensation that is contingent upon the outcome of
litigation.
5. The expert witness should be willing to submit tran-
scripts of prior and current depositions and courtroom
testimony for peer review.
6. Expert witness testimony should be fair, thorough and
objective. It should not exclude any relevant information
that has a bearing on the case.
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